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Abstract
In order to improve the robustness, imperceptibility, and anti-malicious extraction capability of reversible image
watermarking, an adaptive reversible image watermarking algorithm based on IWT and level set is proposed in this paper.
Firstly, the stable edge profile is extracted by using the Laplace operator and the level set methods. Secondly, the unit
circle in the stable edge profile is determined. Finally, the inscribed square area of the determinate unit circle is divided
into non-overlapping blocks. Each sub-block is performed by IWT, and the HVS is used to embed the watermark
adaptively. The simulation results show that the algorithm has good invisibility and can resist various attacks. The
algorithm not only has strong robustness but also can lossless recover the original image.
Keywords: Reversible image watermarking, IWT, Level set, HVS, Contour extraction
1 Introduction
As an effective means of copyright protection, the digital
watermarking technology has attracted wide attention.
Traditional digital watermarking [1] can cause some dis-
tortion of the original image after embedding some infor-
mation. But in some special applications, it is required to
restore the original image; thus, the reversible digital
watermarking [2] emerges as the times require. Different
from traditional digital watermarking method, reversible
watermarking technology can recover the original host
information without distortion after extracting the water-
mark information, which is badly needed in the area of
military intelligence, medical records, and legal argumen-
tation demanding, so it has been widely developed in
recent years.
Reversible image watermarking can be traced back to
Barton’s patent in 1997 [3] and Honsigner’s patents in
1999 [4]. Barton algorithm obtains additional available
space to carry watermark load through lossless compres-
sion of original data. The algorithm improves the authen-
tication ability of digital media including image and video
after digital image compression encoding standard JPEG
and MPEG encoding. Honsigner’s patents are the second
lossless data hiding schemes for vulnerable authentication.
They use the modular addition operation in the spatial do-
main. Its disadvantage is that pepper noise phenomenon
exists in the watermarked image. These two patented
technologies use reversible embedding method to embed
the watermark in the image; the extraction algorithm can
not only extract the previously embedded watermark but
also completely restore the original image. Reversible
watermarking has been widely and deeply studied in re-
cent years. It is mainly divided into three categories: (1)
reversible watermarking based on data compression, (2)
reversible watermarking based on difference expansion,
and (3) reversible watermarking based on histogram
translation.
An ideal reversible watermarking algorithm for copy-
right protection should have good imperceptibility, con-
siderable capacity of embedding, and strong robustness
against various attacks. At present, the vast majority of
reversible image watermarking is fragile watermarking [5],
which is mainly used for image authentication and secret
communication. The robust reversible image watermark-
ing has robustness of watermark extraction [6], which is
badly needed in some applications, such as those who
want to verify the authenticity and integrity of the carrier
and need to reversibly record the copyright information
application of carrier owner. A robust reversible water-
marking algorithm with good performance can perfectly
complete the functions of authentication and copyright
information recording. In terms of reversible image
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watermarking, robust reversible watermarking technol-
ogy against various attacks plays an increasingly im-
portant role in the reversible watermarking research.
Attacks, especially geometric attacks, can destroy the
synchronization relationship of the watermark embed-
ding and extraction, causing difficulties in detecting
and extracting watermark. The anti-attack reversible
image watermarking algorithm has become the import-
ant and difficult points of research in recent years.
In order to improve the robustness, imperceptibility,
anti-attack ability, and anti-malicious extraction ability
of reversible image watermarking, we propose an adap-
tive reversible image watermarking algorithm based on
IWT and level set. Firstly, we find the stable edge profile
by using the Laplace operator and the level set methods.
Secondly, the unit circle in the stable edge profile is de-
termined. Finally, the inscribed square area of the deter-
minate unit circle is divided into non-overlapping
blocks. Each sub-block is performed by IWT, and the
HVS is used to embed the watermark adaptively. The
experimental results show that the algorithm has good
visual quality, which not only can effectively resist geo-
metric attacks but also has strong robustness to the con-
ventional signal processing.
2 Related research
In general, the watermark will cause some distortion of
the original image in the process of embedding or ex-
traction, but in some areas where higher requirements
on image quality is needed and any changes of the ori-
ginal image in the watermark extraction are not allowed,
lossless reconstruction of the original image is essential.
Given this, researches in the early reversible image
watermarking are mainly focused on algorithm embed-
ding rate and perceptibility, such as those based on
histogram shifting algorithm [7, 8], compression algo-
rithm [9, 10], and the difference expansion algorithm
[11–13]. Ni et al. [7] proposed an algorithm to embed
the watermark by adjusting the image histogram. This
algorithm utilizes the zero or the minimum points of the
histogram of an image and slightly modifies the pixel
grayscale values to embed watermark into the image.
The algorithm is simple and fast and embedding image
distortion is small, but the watermark embedding cap-
acity will be affected by the original carrier image char-
acteristics. Li et al. [8] proposed a reversible data hiding
scheme based on histogram shifting of n-bit planes
(nBPs). This scheme extracts nBPs from an 8-bit plane
for each pixel to generate the bit plane truncation image
(BPTI), and then, block division is used in the BPTI.
These operations can make the peak point of the block
histogram more concentrated and improve the probabil-
ity of the zero point in the block histogram. This pro-
posed scheme achieves higher hiding capacity than
previous histogram-based schemes, and its visual quality
is very satisfactory. Mohammad Awrangjeb [10] used the
arithmetic of encoding to compress the recovery infor-
mation and then connected it with the watermark infor-
mation, both of which were embedded into the original
image. Tian [11] proposed a reversible data embedding
algorithm based on difference expansion. The algorithm
can provide larger embedding capacity. This difference
expansion technique has good plasticity and can be used
for the different difference such as the integer Haar
wavelet coefficients and image prediction errors. It could
transform into embedding algorithms suitable for
different purposes. Literature [12] proposed a method of
combination of difference expansion and difference
histogram shifting technique. This method greatly im-
proves image quality under the same embedding rate. It
discusses the difference expansion and the prediction
error expansion method from five versions in detail. The
algorithm can depend on the size of the load to choose
the appropriate threshold T and adjust the embedding
capacity, so that the image quality can reach the best
under current load. The algorithm needs to store the
lowest bit of the external pixels, and the pixels are re-
placed by LSB. The substitution reduces the quality of
the carrier image but does not bring any capacity in-
creases. Literature [13] presented a novel algorithm that
improved a generalized integer transform-based revers-
ible watermarking scheme. In this algorithm, two main
improvements have been achieved: adaptive thresholding
and efficient location map encoding. With regard to
adaptive thresholding, suitable threshold t is selected
adaptively, which ensures enough embedding capacity
for the watermark while keeps the distortion introduced
as low as possible. Moreover, efficient location map en-
coding helps in reducing the location map size, which
downs to 0.4 of the one unmodified in average. The al-
gorithm has higher embedding capacity and better
visual quality, but it is not robust. In addition, Xiang
et al. [14] proposed a non-integer expansion embed-
ding technique which can proceed non-integer predic-
tion errors (NIPE) for embedding data into an audio
or image file by only expanding integer element of a
prediction error while keeping its fractional element
unchanged. The advantage of the NIPE embedding
technique is that the NIPE technique can really bring
a predictor into full play by estimating a sample/pixel
in a non-causal way in a single pass since there is no
rounding operation. A new non-causal image predic-
tion method to estimate a pixel with four immediate
pixels in a single pass is included in the proposed
scheme. The experimental results have shown that
the NIPE technique with the new non-causal predic-
tion strategy can reduce the embedding distortion for
the same embedding payload, but it is not robust.
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Because the robust reversible image watermarking has
robustness, it is very important for some applications. A
robust reversible watermarking algorithm with good per-
formance can perfectly complete the function of authen-
tication and copyright protection, and its research is of
great significance.
In research on robust image reversible watermarking,
the representative is de vleeschouwer [15] who proposed
a reversible watermarking scheme based on Hash theory.
The scheme has certain ability to resist joint photo-
graphic expert group (JPEG) loss compression, but there
will be a pixel jump, and vision will produce disturbing
phenomenon which is similar to salt and pepper noise.
Ni et al. [16] proposed a robust reversible image
watermarking scheme, which was based on the arith-
metic mean value of the block, and the watermark was
embedded into the image. Compared with the scheme in
literature [14], the proposed scheme has strong robust-
ness and high peak signal to noise ratio. Zeng et al. [17]
proposed a robust reversible image watermarking
scheme, which divided the image into non-overlapping
image blocks, and calculated the arithmetic difference of
each block. When embedding the information bit “1,”
the arithmetic difference of the block is modified; when
the information bit “0” is embedded, the arithmetic dif-
ference of the block is not modified. The scheme can
obtain some robustness. Compared with the above ro-
bust watermarking algorithm, the robust performance of
the proposed algorithm is improved. An et al. [18–20]
further studied several robust reversible image water-
marking schemes. Among them, literature [18] was to
embed the watermark by the frequency domain tech-
nique and the modified block wavelet coefficient’s aver-
age. This scheme effectively improves the robustness.
Literature [19] presented a novel statistical quantity
histogram shifting and clustering-based robust lossless
data hiding (RLDH) method or SQH-SC for short. The
proposed scheme is completely reversible and has a
strong robustness against loss compression and random
noise as well as good imperceptibility and high capacity.
Sahraee et al. [21] proposed a robust blind watermark-
ing algorithm based on quantization of distance among
wavelet coefficients for copyright protection. Wavelet
coefficients are divided into some blocks, and the first,
second, and third maximum coefficients in each block
are obtained. Then, the first and second maximum
coefficients are quantized according to binary watermark
bits. Using the block-based watermarking, the water-
mark can be extracted without using the original image
or watermark. The experimental results show that the
proposed method is quite robust under either non-
geometry or geometry attacks. The algorithm overcomes
the defect of the traditional algorithm, but the algorithm
is not reversible.
Gu et al. [22] proposed a novel reversible robust
watermarking algorithm based on chaotic system. This
algorithm can realize robust reversible watermark em-
bedding by looking for the best position and the thresh-
old value of embedding watermark. In this algorithm,
the watermarking reversibility is very dependent on the
selection of threshold, and the inappropriate threshold
may directly lead to the watermarking irreversible.
Agoyi et al. [23] proposed a novel watermarking
scheme based on the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
in combination with the chirp z-transform (CZT) and
the singular value decomposition (SVD). Firstly, the
image is decomposed into its frequency sub-bands by
using 1-level DWT. Then, the high-frequency sub-band
is transformed into z-domain by using CZT. Afterward
by SVD, the watermark is added to the singular matrix
of the transformed image. Finally, the watermarked
image is obtained by using inverse of CZT and inverse of
DWT. This algorithm combines the advantages of all
three algorithms. The algorithm is imperceptible and ro-
bust to several attacks and signal processing operations,
but the algorithm is not reversible.
Thabit et al. [24] presented a novel robust reversible
watermarking scheme based on the Slantlet transform
matrix to transform small blocks of the original image
and hid the watermark bits by modifying the mean
values of the carrier sub-bands. The problem of over-
flow/underflow has been avoided by using histogram
modification process. Extensive experimental tests based
on 100 general images and 100 medical images demon-
strate the efficiency of the proposed scheme. The pro-
posed scheme has robustness against different kinds of
attacks, and the results prove that it is completely re-
versible with improved capacity, robustness, and
invisibility.
Choi et al. [25] proposed a robust lossless digital
watermarking scheme based on a generalized integer
transform in spatial domain. In the proposed method,
data bits are hidden into the cover media by a reversible
generalized integer transform with bit plane manipula-
tion. With the reversible transform, data can be hid-
den in the cover media, and the stego media can be
restored to its original form after extraction of the
hidden data. In embedding procedure, adaptive bit
plane manipulation is applied to increase robustness
of the algorithm while keeps good visual quality. To
further increase the robustness of the algorithm,
watermark bits are repeatedly embedded and majority
voting is used to decode the hidden information in
extraction procedure. Furthermore, a threshold is in-
troduced in the algorithm, which helps in choosing
regions that would result lower variance for embed-
ding, as regions with lower variance are more robust
against JPEG compression.
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Ansari et al. [26] proposed a robust reversible water-
marking scheme based on Slantlet transform and artificial
bee colony. This scheme utilizes the mean value coeffi-
cients of HL and LH bands for the watermark embedding,
which provides a very good imperceptibility and robust-
ness. The study further suggested that there is a need to
find an optimal value of embedding strength to obtain a
trade-off between the imperceptibility and robustness. So
it utilizes artificial bee colony optimization to find the op-
timal values of embedding strength. The proposed scheme
is completely reversible and has a high capacity of data
hiding as well as anti-attack ability.
On the whole, reversible image watermarking tech-
nologies have made continuous progress in recent years,
but the researches are not very adequate. Reversible
image watermarking algorithms still exist such as revers-
ible image watermarking performance (especially the
robustness) needs to be further improved, and poor
ability of anti-attack in legal geometric problems should
be solved and potential application fields of reversible
image watermarking also need to be further widened.
3 Preliminary
This paper is a study of reversible image watermarking
algorithm, and we focus on robustness and anti-attack
ability. Specifically speaking, in order to improve the ro-
bustness and anti-attack ability of the image watermark-
ing, the watermark embedding capacity and better visual
quality can be guaranteed. Based on this, the main prep-
aration works of this paper are as follows.
3.1 Image feature analysis based on HVS
The human vision system (HVS) has the texture mask-
ing effect, the frequency masking effect, the spatial
masking effect, the luminance masking effect, and so on
[27]. For an image, the sensitivity of HVS to different lo-
cation information is not the same. In this paper, based
on the masking effect of HVS, the image is divided into
different categories by the combination of texture mask-
ing effect and high luminance masking effect. According
to the complexity of the texture image, the image can be
divided into texture smooth area G1, texture moderately
complex area G2, and texture complex area G3. Texture
masking effect shows that the HVS of complex texture
region is not sensitive to change. The higher its visual
threshold is, the more the secret information is embed-
ded. In the smooth region of high sensitivity, the visual
threshold is low and can only be embedded in a small
amount of secret information.
According to the gray characteristics of the image, the
image can be divided into low gray area H3, middle gray
area H2, and high gray area H1. Luminance masking
effect shows that the human eye has different sensitivity
to the pixels of different gray values, which is the most
sensitive to medium gray area, but the embedded secret
information is fewer, and the resolution ability of high
gray area and low gray level is decreased, and the change
of pixel value is not easy to distinguish.
In summary, G3 can be embedded more secret infor-
mation, G2 is the second, and G1 is embedded less se-
cret information, embedded capacity G3 > G2 > G1; H1
and H3 can be embedded more secret information, and
H2 is embedded less secret information, embedded cap-
acity H1 > H2 and H3 > H2.
According to the above two kinds of visual masking
effect, the cover image is divided into non-overlapping
sub-block of m × n, and different amount of secret infor-
mation is embedded in different sub-blocks. By calculat-
ing the information entropy of each block, the block will
be distinguished as a smooth area or texture complex
area. The maximum entropy of 50 and 75% can be di-
vided as thresholds of smooth block, medium complex
block, and complex texture block. According to the
non-linear characteristics of the two curves of the gray
level, low gray block, middle gray block, and high gray
block are divided. For the 256 gray level images, 80 is
considered to be the boundary between low gray level
and middle gray level, and the 180 is the boundary be-
tween middle and high gray level.
For size 4 × 4 sub-block image, in order to obtain a
higher visual quality, it is assumed that a smooth texture
block can embed 1-bit watermark, a medium complex
texture block can embed 2-bit watermark, a complex
texture block can be embedded 3-bit watermark, a low
gray block can embed 2-bit watermark, a middle gray
block can embed 1-bit watermark, and a high gray block
can embed 2-bit watermark. Therefore, the watermark
bits are embedded in the corresponding sub-block, as
shown in Table 1.
3.2 Image contour extraction
The edge is the most basic feature of an image and con-
centrates most of the image information. Edge detection
Table 1 HVS masking effect





Texture smoothing block Low gray block 3
Texture smoothing block Middle gray block 2
Texture smoothing block High gray block 3
Medium complex block Low gray block 4
Medium complex block Middle gray block 3
Medium complex block High gray block 4
Texture complex block Low gray block 5
Texture complex block Middle gray block 4
Texture complex block High gray block 5
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is the most basic treatment of all edge-based segmentation
methods [28]. The Laplace operator is the second-order
differential operator independent of the edge direction
[29] and is a commonly used second-order derivative op-
erator. For a continuous function f(x, y), its Laplace oper-
ator expression at the position (x, y) is
∇2f x; yð Þ ¼ ∂
2f x; yð Þ
∂x2
þ ∂
2f x; yð Þ
∂y2
ð1Þ
G i; jð Þ ¼ 4f i; jð Þ−f iþ 1; jð Þ−f i−1; jð Þ−f i; jþ 1ð Þ−f i; j−1ð Þj j
ð2Þ
The Laplace operator is a scalar rather than a vector
and features linear characteristic and rotational invariance.
It produces a steep zero-crossing at the edge. The advan-
tage of the Laplace operator is to highlight the angular line
and acnode of an image, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Upon
completion of the image edge detection, the level set can
be used for image segmentation.
The level set method was first coined by Osher and
Sethian [30]. It is a geometric deformation model. It is a
numerical method for contour tracking and surface
evolution. The basic idea is not to operate the contour
directly but set the n-dimensional contour as the (n + 1-
dimensional) zero-level set of a higher dimensional
function. This high-dimensional function is called level
set function φ(X, t), denoted by the differential equation.
At time t, the motion contour can be obtained by
extracting the zero level set from the differential equa-
tion c((X), t) = {φ(X, t) = 0}. Even though this way makes
the problem a little more complicated, there are many ad-
vantages for solutions. The main advantage of using the
level set is that it can deal well with the topological
structural changes (merger or division) occurring in the
closed curve implied in the level set function and can get
the only weak solution to satisfy the entropy condition.
In the two-dimensional case, for example, the level set
method is to view the closed curve C(t) in the two-
dimensional plane as a {φ = 0} zero-level plane in the
continuous function surface φ in the three-dimensional
space, namely
C tð Þ ¼ x; yð Þjφ x; y; tð Þ ¼ 0f g ð3Þ
where t represents time. Resolve the partial derivative of












In order to solve this equation, suppose the movement
speed function in the normal direction of the surface is
F(x, y)







where n is the unit normal vector.
n ¼ − ∇φ








∇φ is the gradient of φ in the two-dimensional plane,
then
Fig. 1 Original Lena image
Fig. 2 Lena image generated by edge detection

















¼ F ∇φj j ð8Þ
The equation is the level set equation. Finally, to solve
the problem of curve evolution is to solve Eq. (8), and
the initial condition is
φ x; y; t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ d x; yð Þ ð9Þ
In Eq. (9), d(x, y) is the signed distance function, signi-
fying the shortest distance from the pixel (x, y) to the
closed curve C(t). The symbol is determined according
to the position of the pixel. If it falls outside of the
closed curve, it is positive; otherwise, it is negative. At
any moment, the points on the curve are a set of points
that the distance function value is 0, which is the zero
level set.
When pixels fall within C(t), φ(x, y, t) > 0;
When pixels fall outside of C(t), φ(x, y, t) < 0;
When pixels fall upon C(t), φ(x, y, t) = 0.
Finally, the image segmentation contour is acquired by
the zero level set on the level set function surface (Fig. 3).
3.3 Unit circle position determination
Traditional digital watermarking algorithms have not
found the effective way to find the unit circle. For
example, in the scheme proposed by Kim [31], using the
inscribed circle of images as a unit circle, when sub-
jected to a shear attack, an accurate unit circle cannot
be found, leading to the failure of watermark extraction.
In the scheme proposed by Xin [32], both embedding
and extracting need to store the location information of
the unit circle. When extracting the watermark, it is ne-
cessary to use the search algorithm to extract the loca-
tion information of each unit circle. If the position
information is matched with the position of the original
embedding unit circle, it is proved that the unit circle is
the unit circle used in embedding, and then, the water-
mark is extracted. This method not only reduces the
watermark extraction efficiency but also affects the
watermark embedding rate. In this paper, a method of
determining the position of a unit circle by using the
level set method is proposed, and it can make up for the
above defects.
Because the image’s stable edge contour is determined
by the image content, its shape is affected less by the ro-
tation and cropping attacks. Figure 4 shows the geomet-
ric shape of the different types of images when they are
subjected to a horizontal set. Figure 5 is the stable edge
contour by using the geometric contour model iteration
when 512 × 512 Lena images are subject to rotation of
10°, 30°, and 45° and a variety of shear attacks. As
can be seen from the graph, the shape of the iteration
results is still stable when the geometric shape is
rotated around different types of images and different
angles.
Therefore, with the help of image’s stable edge
contour, the circle center and radius of the unit are
determined. Firstly, the Gauss filter is used to filter the
weak edge of the image and preserve the stable edge of
the image. Then, described in Section 3.2, based on level
set method, a stable edge profile is obtained. The
barycenter of contour is calculated as the circle center of
the unit circle. The barycenter of image is geometric
invariance under scaling, translation, and rotation attacks,
so if the stable edge contour of the image is viewed as a
sub-image, when the outline shape remain unchanged
under geometric attacks, the barycenter of contour also
remains unchanged. The formula for calculating the
barycenter of contour is as follows:
Fig. 3 Contour extracted by level set
Table 2 The calculation results of average value r and radius R
under different attacks
Attack types Average value r Radius R
Original image 79.46 80
Rotate 10° 79.16 80
Rotate 30° 78.83 80
Rotate 45° 78.69 80
Rotate 60° 80.27 80
Shear 10% 79.62 80
Shear 20% 80.11 80





M is p + q order geometric moments of image edge





xpyqf x; yð Þ p; q ¼ 0; 1; 2… ð11Þ
where f(x, y) represents the gray value of the point (x, y).
Finally, according to the distance between the barycen-
ter and the edge profile, the radius of the unit circle is
determined. Through many experiments, it is found that
the iteration results of the geometric contour model will
produce a small error under attack. So in the calculation
of the unit circle radius, firstly, the longest distance and
nearest distance between the barycenter and the contour
edge distance are calculated, and the average value r is
obtained. Then, to exclude the decimal part of r, the sin-
gle digit of r is operated with rounding. Finally, the unit
circle radius R is got. Table 2 is the calculation results of
the average r and the unit circle radius R under rotation
attack and cropping attack for Lena image. As can be
seen from this table, after being attacked by different at-
tacks, it is still able to accurately calculate the radius R
of the unit circle.
4 Algorithm design
In this paper, the carrier image is transformed into a
low-frequency sub-band and three detail sub-bands by
IWT, and then, the three detail sub-bands are fused to
Fig. 4 Iterative results of geometric contour model for different types of images. a Original pepper image. b Pepper cut 5% from the left. c Original girl
image. d Girl cut 10% from the left and the top, respectively. e Original Baboon image. f Baboon rotates 30°. g Original Lena image. h Lena rotates 45°
Fig. 5 Iterative results of Lena image based on geometric contour activity model under rotation and shear attack. a Original Lena image. b Lena
rotates10°. c Lena rotates 30°. d Lena rotates 45°. e Lena cut 10% from the left. f Lena cut 10% from the right. g Lena cut 10% from the top. h Lena
cut 10% from the left and the top, respectively
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get the detail image. The contour of the detail image is ex-
tracted by means of level set to better determine the unit
circle. In the determination of the unit circle, the water-
mark embedding and extraction are finally achieved. This
watermarking algorithm mainly includes two parts: water-
mark embedding and watermark extraction.
4.1 Watermark embedding
Assuming the carrier image I is 8-bit gray-scale image of
size 512 × 512, the watermark W is binary image of size
32 × 32. In this paper, the image watermark embedding
process is shown in Fig. 6.
1. Arnold transform is used to scramble the watermark
information W, and the scrambled watermark W′
is transformed into a one-dimensional vector.
The traditional Arnold scrambling transform is
simple [33]. When subjected to malicious attacks, it
is easy to decrypt to restore the original watermark.
The confidentiality and robustness of the traditional
Arnold transform are not strong enough. In order to
enhance the robustness and security of the digital
image watermarking system, this paper improves the
traditional Arnold scrambling transform. The













mod M x0; y0∈ 0; 1; 2; ⋯;N−1f g
ð12Þ
where (x, y) and (x′, y′) are the pixel positions in
the image before and after transform, M denotes the
order of image matrix, and c and d denote
scrambling times. The above scrambling of the
image is conducted in two directions. In the
horizontal direction and vertical direction, the image
are scrambling c times and d times, respectively. The
Arnold transform is a one-to-one mapping, and the
transform parameters c and d are randomly
generated. Compared with the traditional Arnold
transform, it is not easy to be decoded, which
enhances the robustness and security of the whole
digital image watermarking system.
2. In order to improve the accuracy of image contour
extraction, the carrier image I is transformed into a
low-frequency sub-band LL and three detail sub-
bands HL, LH, and HH by one-level IWT. Then, the
three detail sub-bands are fused to get the detail
image I1 (0 ≤ I1(x, y) ≤ 255). This is shown in Fig. 7b.
3. The edge detection of the detail sub-image of the
carrier image is carried out by the Laplace operator
(shown in Fig. 7c). The image contour of the detail
sub-image after the edge detection is extracted based
on the idea of the level set (shown in Fig. 7d).
By fusing the three detail sub-bands to form a high-
frequency image and by Laplace operator to detect
the edge of the high-frequency image, the image
contour can be extracted more accurately by level
set, and the computation time is reduced.
4. With the aid of the extracted stable edge contour in
detail sub-image and the method described in Sec-
tion 3.3, the circle center (Cx, Cy) and radius R of
the unit circle are determined.
5. The inscribed square area of the original carrier
image corresponding to the unit circle is selected as
the watermark embedding domain. The inscribed
square area is divided into non-overlapping blocks of
size 4 × 4. If the block is not enough to be divided,
then the region edge fills with zero. Assuming that
the inscribed square area is N ×N, the block number
is S ¼ N 4  N 4== . ⌈⌉ denotes rounding up.
6. The method described in Section 3.1 is used to
analyze the characteristics of human visual system
(HVS) of each sub-block in inscribed square region
so as to determine the best embedding capacity of
each sub-block.
7. Each sub-block of the watermark information to be
embedded is carried out by IWT, and then, each
sub-band obtained is carried out by singular value
decomposition (SVD). The watermark is embedded
in a series of connected singular values of four
sub-bands by the parity quantization method. The
Fig. 6 The flow chart of image watermark embedding
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watermark information is embedded by the parity
quantization method, and the new image singular
values of IWT coefficients are obtained. In order to
embed the watermark by comparing the first singu-
lar value and the remaining singular value of each
sub-block, successively, the remaining singular value
string is taken out. Due to using the singular values
of four sub-band coefficients LL, HL, LH, and HH to
embed the watermark, the watermark can be embed-
ded in a total of 7 bits. According to the HVS char-
acteristic analysis of each sub-block, we learn that
the maximum embedding capacity of each sub-block
is 5 bits, so we use the singular value of LL, HL, and
LH to embed the watermark. The assumption is that
the singular values s1, s2, s3,…,s6 are generated in
series of the order of LL, HL, and LH (if the rank
of the 2 × 2 coefficient matrix is two, there are two
singular values; if the rank is smaller than two, this
paper will still use two singular values and assign
zero for the second singular value), then













































In (13) and (14), ⌊⌋ denotes the floor function, Wi
denotes the watermark information, α is an
embedding adjustment factor, and Si denotes the
first i singular value (the value range of i is
self-adaptively determined by the HVS features of
the sub-block). α value is determined by the ratio of
S1 and the selected minimum singular value.
Assuming that Sai is the minimum singular value
(except for the singular value of 0), the value of
the alpha is s1=sai . For each sub-block, the value
of the embedding strength factor α is not the same.
8. By the inverse SVD and inverse IWT, each
sub-block of containing watermark information
is obtained. Removing the region by zero filling
of each sub-block edge, in combination with other
parts of the image that is not processed in the
carrier image, the final watermarked image is
obtained.
4.2 Watermark extraction
Watermark extraction can be regarded as the inverse
process of watermark embedding process. In this paper,
the image watermark extraction process is shown in
Fig. 8.
1. The watermarked image I is transformed into a
low-frequency sub-band LL and three detail
sub-bands HL, LH, and HH by one-level IWT,
and then, the three detail sub-bands are fused to
get the fused details image I1 (0 ≤ I1(x, y) ≤ 255) of
watermarked image.
2. The edge detection of the detail sub-image of the
watermarked image is carried out by the Laplace
operator. The image contour of the detail sub-image
after the edge detection is extracted based on the
idea of the level set.
3. With the aid of the extracted stable edge contour
in detail sub-image and the method described in
Section 3.3, the circle center (Cx, Cy) and radius R
of the unit circle are determined.
4. The inscribed square area of the original
watermarked image corresponding to the unit
circle is selected to be watermark embedding
domain. The inscribed square area is divided into
non-overlapping blocks of size 4 × 4. If the block
is not enough to be divided, then the region
edge fills with zero. It is assumed that the
inscribed square area is N × N, the block number
is S ¼ N 4  N 4== . ⌈⌉ denotes rounding up.
Fig. 7 a Original Lena image. b Fused detail image. c Edge detected image. d Contour extracted by level set
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5. The method described in Section 3.1 is used to
analyze the characteristics of human visual system
(HVS) of each sub-block in inscribed square region
as so as to determine the best embedding capacity of
each sub-block.
6. Each sub-block is carried out by IWT, and then, the
singular value decomposition of each sub-band is
obtained. The watermark is extracted from a series
of connected singular values of four sub-bands by
the parity quantization method.
In order to extract the watermark by comparing
the first singular value and the remaining
singular value of each sub-block, successively, the
remaining singular value string is taken out. The
watermark information “0” is extracted when
⌊αsi/s1⌋is even. The watermark information “1” is
extracted when ⌊αsi/s1⌋ is odd. According to the
HVS of each sub-block, the embedded watermark
information is adaptively selected to extract the
watermark information of each sub-block.
7. The extracted watermark information is transformed
into the original watermark information by reverse
Arnold scrambling.
8. The new singular value is obtained after extracting
the watermark information by parity quantization.
Then, the new LL, HL, and LH values are
obtained by inverse SVD. The inscribed square
area is restored by reverse IWT.
9. Finally, combining the restored square area and
other parts of the watermarked image that is not
processed, the original image is recovered.
5 Experimental results and analysis
In this paper, Lena, Girl, and other standard images
are used as test images. The image size is 512 × 512,
as shown in Fig. 9. The watermark image is binary
image of size 32 × 32, as shown in Fig. 10. All experi-
ments are carried out in the windows XP operating
system, and MatlabR2012b is taking as the experi-
mental platform.
5.1 Integrity assessment
Generally, reversible watermarking algorithm requires car-
rier image can completely recover after extracting water-
mark. Therefore, it is measured by the normalized
correlation (NC) of the original carrier image and the
restored carrier image after the watermark is extracted.











I i; jð Þ½ 2
ð15Þ
Fig. 8 The flow chart of image watermark extraction
Fig. 9 Experimental test image. a Lena. b Baboon. c Girl. d Pepper
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where I(i, j) and I′(i, j), respectively, denote the pixel
value at (i, j) of the original image and the restored car-
rier image after the watermarking is extracted. L and K
denote, respectively, the rows and columns of the image.
For the original carrier image and the restored carrier
image, the NC1 value is required to be 1, namely, the
carrier image is generally required to complete recovery.
Table 3 denotes the integrity of the results of the four
different types of watermarked images without any at-
tacks based on this algorithm. It shows that the original
images can be recovered completely without the attacks.
This indicates that the algorithm is reversible.
5.2 Robustness experiment of unit circle
The key to effectiveness of the algorithm is that the edge
profile of the image is extracted by using the level set
and then the robustness of the unit circle is determined.
In this experiment, the average r and the unit circle
radius R of Fig. 8a–d are calculated, respectively, under
rotation attack. The calculation results are shown in
Table 2. It can be seen from Table 4 that the calculation
of the unit circle radius R of each image is still accurate
after a rotation attack. So it is illustrated that the deter-
mination algorithm of the unit circle is robust in the
Section 3.3.
5.3 Scale invariance
In this experiment, the watermarked image Lena sub-
jects to scaling attack. Scale scaling factor’s range is from
0.4 to 2. Before extracting the watermark, the water-
marked image is recovered to 512 × 512. The experimen-
tal results are shown in Fig. 11.
In this paper, the bilinear interpolation method is used
to scale the image [34]. The amount of calculation of
Fig. 10 Watermark image
Table 3 Integrity assessment without attack
Image (512 × 512) Lena Girl Baboon Peppers
NC1 1 1 1 1
Table 4 Average value of r and radius R under rotation attack
Attack types a b c d
Original image 79.46 82.57 73.52 70.61
Rotate 10° 79.16 82.32 74.03 70.34
Rotate 30° 78.83 82.81 73.14 70.89
Rotate 45° 78.69 81.65 73.61 70.15
Rotate 60° 80.27 81.97 72.88 69.87
Shear 10% 79.62 82.12 73.44 71.27
Shear 20% 80.11 81.59 72.73 70.29
Radius R 80 80 70 70
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bilinear interpolation method is large, but the image
quality is high after scaling, and discontinuity pixel value
does not appear. The bilinear interpolation has low-pass
filter nature of the damage to the high-frequency com-
ponents, so it may make the image contour blurred to a
certain extent. In this way, the edge contour extracted
by the Laplace operator and the level set theory will be
less affected under the image scaling. In this paper,
according to the distance between the barycenter and
the edge profile, the radius of the unit circle is deter-
mined. In the calculation of the unit circle radius, firstly,
the longest distance and nearest distance between the
barycenter and the contour edge distance are calculated,
and the average value r is obtained. Then, to exclude the
decimal part of r, the single digit of r is operated with
rounding. Finally, the unit circle radius R is got. In the
scaling process of the scaling factor which is [0.4, 2],
except for the special conditions, the image unit circle
radius obtained will not change. In special conditions
such as the original image using the level set idea to get
the average value of r is 75.6, the unit circle radius R is
80. If under the scaling attack, the average value of r can
be changed to 74.6, the unit circle radius R is 70. At this
time, the extracted watermark is greatly affected.
The quality of image itself will be affected when the
image in the unit circle is scaled. For scaling factors [0.4,
2], based on the derivation of the bilinear difference
method, when the scaling factor is larger, the image
quality is almost not affected, and the watermark can be
extracted very well (due to the limitation of the length of
the article, the derivation process is omitted). When the
scaling factor is smaller, the image quality has a little
effect on the image quality.
To sum up, with scaling attacks on different types of
images, the relationships between scale scaling factor
and bit error rate are different. The experimental results
show that the extracted watermark is completely correct
when the scale scaling factor is greater than or equal to
0.85 when the watermarked image Lena subjects to scal-
ing attacks.
5.4 Other signal processing attacks
This paper takes Lena image as an example and executes
cutting, filtering, and other signal processing. Because
these processing attacks (except a larger degree of shear)
have little influence on the shape of the edge contour, it
does not affect the normal extraction of the watermark.
The data in Table 5 shows that the scheme has strong
robustness when the attack does not affect the extrac-
tion of the image edge contour.
5.5 Algorithm performance evaluation
This algorithm embeds 32 × 32 binary images into the
512 × 512 carrier images. The watermark embedding is
carried out by this algorithm and algorithm in literature
[21], respectively. The PSNR and SSIM are shown in
Table 6 (the average of data taken 20 tests).
Currently, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is one
of the main indicators to evaluate the visual quality of
the reversible watermarking. The greater PSNR value is,
the less the representative image distortion is. Corres-
pondingly, the visual quality of watermarked image is
better. The smaller PSNR is, the more the representative
image distortion is, and the loss of watermarked image
visual quality is more serious. The calculation formula of
PSNR is shown as Eq. (16):
















where I(i, j) and I′(i, j), respectively, denote the pixel
values at (i, j) of the original image and the watermarked
image. M and N, respectively, represent the rows and
columns of the image. It is generally believed that if the
lost image quality is partial and PSNR value on the
Fig. 11 Relationship between scale scaling factor and bit error rate
Table 5 The results under other signal processing attacks
Attack type Lena Attack type Lena
Original image 79.46 Salt and pepper noise (0.03) 79.85
Shear 10% 79.62 Gaussian noise (0.03) 79.76
Shear 20% 80.11 JPEG Q = 30 78.43
Gaussian filter (3 × 3, σ = 0.5) 78.44 JPEG Q = 50 79.84
4 × 4 median filtering 78.87 3 × 3 median filtering 78.16
Radius R 80 Radius R 80
Note: “Shear 10%” in Table 5 refers to the new image from the left side of the
image to cut 10%. “Shear 20%” in Table 5 refers to the new image from the
left side and the top of the image to cut 10%
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visual quality of reconstruction is not less than 30 dB, its
visual quality is still acceptable.
Although the PSNR has been widely used in stego
image quality assessment, its mathematical definition
has some limitations, and the pixel correlations and
human visual system characteristics are not taken into
account. The structural similarity (SSIM) has been
used to evaluate the quality of the stego images. It is
defined as (17)






w2x þ w2y þ C1
 
σ2wx þ σ2wy þ C2
 
ð17Þ
where C1 and C2 are the small constants, wx is the mean
value of the region wx, and wy is the mean value of the
region wy. σ2wx is the variance of wx, and σwxwy is the
covariance between the two regions. The higher value of
the SSIM implies a higher quality level for the stego
image.
The value range of SSIM is [0, 1]. SSIM = 0 indicates
that the corresponding two images are completely
different. SSIM = 1 indicates that the corresponding
two images are exactly the same. In the evaluation of
the reversible information hiding algorithm, the SSIM value
of the hidden image is close to 1 as much as possible.
Compared with the algorithm in literature [21], the
highest PSNR of the above four original carrier images
in this algorithm is 49.34 dB. This means that this
algorithm has better invisibility. At the same time, the
SSIM is also higher than the results in literature [22].
From Table 6, it is easy to note that the proposed algo-
rithm outperforms that in literature [21] in terms of
same payload capacity with good SSIM and PSNR
values. The results presented here demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm significantly increases the quality of
stego images. Specific effects of visual and extraction are
shown in Table 7:
As observed from the figures, we find that human eyes
do not feel the existence of watermark information in
watermarked images. The corresponding PSNR value
shows that images have better imperceptibility by using
different types of algorithms. When the watermarked
image has a good visual effect, the average PSNR value
can be as high as 48.18 dB. From Tables 6 and 7, we can
see that this algorithm has a good imperceptibility for
different texture images and can meet the requirements
of visual perception.
Table 8 denotes the performance results of the four
watermarked images with conventional attacks based on
Table 6 Comparison of PSNR (dB) and SSIM
Image
name
Proposed algorithm Algorithm in literature [21]
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
Lena 48.68 0.982 45.72 0.972
Baboon 46.45 0.979 44.27 0.965
Girl 48.24 0.986 45.26 0.976
Peppers 49.34 0.980 44.81 0.971
Table 7 Visual effects of the algorithm experiments
Image
name
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this algorithm. The PSNR value of the watermarked
image and the NC2 value of extracted watermark are all
listed.
As can be seen from Table 8, when the watermarked
image is not subject to any attacks, it has a high visual
quality. Special Pepper’s watermarked image, the PSNR
runs up to 49.34 dB. When the watermarked image is
subjected to a variety of attacks, it still has a high visual
quality and a good imperceptibility.
The NC2 (normalized correlation, NC) is a measure of
the watermarking robustness. The watermarked image
will be disturbed inevitably by the noise; then, the
quality and the accuracy of watermark extraction will be
affected in the process of transmission. This requires the
use of digital watermarking has a certain ability to resist
noise. Experiment uses NC as a measure of the water-
marking robustness.
Define w(i, j) and w′(i, j) as the pixel values at (i,j) of
the original watermark image and the extraction water-
mark image, respectively. L and K, respectively, denote
the rows and columns of the image. Its computation for-
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NC2 is used to describe the quality of the extracted
watermark. The closer to 1 NC2 value is, the more ro-
bust of watermarking algorithm is. When NC2 < 0.5, it is
thought this extraction algorithm is failure and almost
could not extract the watermark information.
Table 8 shows that this algorithm has good robustness
against common geometric attacks. The results of Table 8
can be used to objectively evaluate the performance of
the algorithm. This paper shows that the method can re-
sist common attack effectively. Especially, when the
watermarked image Lena subjects to gauss filter, PSNR
is 47.24 dB, and the watermark NC2 is 0.982 under cor-
responding attack. This algorithm not only has the
strong robustness but also can accurately extract the
watermark.
In Table 9, the performance results can be obtained
after the common geometric attacks (rotation, cropping,
scaling) are conducted on the four different types of the
watermarked images using the algorithm in this paper.
Its PSNR value of the watermarked image and the NC2
value of extraction watermark have been listed as
follows.
As can be seen from Table 9, this algorithm has a high
robustness against common geometric attacks. Especially
when Lena enlarges 20%, the PSNR is 47.81 dB, and the
watermark NC2 is 1 under corresponding attack. It
shows that the algorithm has strong robustness and can
extract the watermark completely and accurately in
some geometric attacks.
For the same embedding capacity, the robustness of
the proposed algorithm is superior to those in literatures
[25] and [22]. Under the premise of keeping good visual
quality, the literature [25] improves the robustness of
the algorithm by using adaptive bit plane operation to
repeat embedding watermark data bits in the input
Table 8 The performance evaluation under the conventional attacks
Original image attack types Lena Baboon Girl Peppers
PSNR NC2 PSNR NC2 PSNR NC2 PSNR NC2
No attack 48.68 1 46.45 1 48.24 1 49.34 1
Gaussian filter (3 × 3,σ =0.5) 45.57 0.947 44.14 0.933 45.69 0.945 45.50 0.941
Gaussian filter (3 × 3,σ = 0.3) 47.24 0.982 46.08 0.974 47.97 0.981 47.77 0.983
Median filtering (3 × 3) 45.34 0.963 44.27 0.954 45.67 0.959 45.91 0.965
Gaussian noise (0.03) 47.11 0.971 45.95 0.966 46.78 0.972 47.23 0.974
Salt and pepper noise (0.03) 46.28 0.953 44.08 0.95 45.60 0.95 46.15 0.95
JPEG (Q = 30) 44.53 0.941 43.21 0.929 44.82 0.934 45.21 0.936
JPEG (Q = 50) 45.98 0.984 44.70 0.976 45.79 0.981 46.54 0.978





Lena Baboon Girl Peppers
PSNR NC2 PSNR NC2 PSNR NC2 PSNR NC2
No attack 48.68 1 46.45 1 48.24 1 49.34 1
Rotate 10° 47.47 0.994 45.30 0.995 47.38 0.994 48.20 0.996
Rotate 30° 46.03 0.993 45.75 0.993 46.63 0.992 47.70 0.994
Shrink 30% 45.49 0.998 43.64 0.995 45.76 0.997 46.59 0.998
Enlarge 20% 47.81 1 45.37 1 47.40 1 48.23 1
Shear 10% 42.39 1 40.57 1 41.63 1 43.28 0.942
Shear 20% 37.57 1 35.54 0.967 37.56 1 38.50 0.907
Note: “Shear 10%” in Table 7 refers to the new image from the left side of the
image to cut 10%. “Shear 20%” in Table 7 refers to the new image from the
left side and the top of the image to cut 10%
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process and using majority voting strategy to extract the
hidden watermark information in the extraction process.
The literature [22] enhances the robustness of the algo-
rithm through finding the best position of the embedded
watermark and the threshold value for embedding
watermark. But such algorithm is very dependent on the
selection of the threshold, and inappropriate threshold
may directly lead to the watermarking irreversible. In
this paper, the algorithm is adopted to select the stable
unit circle, in which the watermark is embedded by IWT
and SVD. This paper algorithm is less affected by the at-
tack and has stronger anti-attack ability.
In addition, the literature [24] algorithm also has high
robustness. The algorithm uses the Slantlet transform
matrix to transform small blocks of the original image
and hides the watermark bits by modifying the mean
values of the carrier sub-bands. The scheme has robust-
ness against different kinds of attacks, but its robustness
is slightly lower than that of this paper algorithm. Add-
itionally, when the watermark is embedded in the same
capacity, the visual quality of our algorithm is much
higher than that in literature [24].
Under the same embedding capacity, the impercepti-
bility of our algorithm is equivalent to the literature [25]
algorithm. In this paper, we use the HVS characteristics
of the image to embed the watermark adaptively and get
a better visual effect. The algorithm is mainly to improve
the robustness of the watermarking algorithm as far as
possible under the premise of ensuring better visual
quality, and the emphasis is on improving the ability of
anti-attack algorithm. The key point is that the visual
quality of this algorithm has achieved very good results,
and on this basis, further improving the algorithm’s
imperceptibility is not significant.
6 Conclusions
In order to make the reversible image watermarking
more robustness and imperceptibility, an adaptive re-
versible image watermarking scheme based on IWT
and level set is proposed. The main contributions are
illustrated as follows. A stable edge contour is ob-
tained by using the geometric active contour model
based on level set method, and the image stability
edge contour extracted is determined by image con-
tent, so the contour shape has less impact with some
attacks, and has strong robustness; since IWT has
good time-frequency localization and multi-resolution
analysis characteristic and SVD has the stability and
anti-interference ability, the watermark embedding
and extraction are implemented based on HVS fea-
ture of image by using IWT and SVD. This effectively
improves the stability and robustness of the algorithm
and guarantees better visual quality.
The experimental results show that the scheme not
only makes up for the shortcomings of the traditional
scheme which needs to be embedded the unit circle lo-
cation information but also has better invisibility. This
algorithm can not only resist various attacks with strong
robustness but also restore the original image with
lossless.
The algorithm needs to consume a certain amount of
time with using the level set idea to find a stable edge
profile. How to further reduce the running time under
the premise of ensuring the algorithm with high per-
formance will be the next step to study.
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